
RESTRICTED , 

20 June 1957 

CONSULT. .TILNS UNDER xiRTICIE XII:4(b) • • 

Draft Report on the Consultation with Italy-

Introduction 

In accordance T.-ith the Decision token at the Plenary meeting of the 

CONTRACTUS L-ARTIZS on 17 November 1956, the Consultations Committee has 

conducted the consu" t-tion vrith Italy under paragraph 4(b) of Article 3ŒE, 
'The Committee had before it: 

(a) a basic document prepared by the secretariat in collaboration 

with the Italian authorities describing the system and methods 

of the bc-lance-of-payments import restrictions in operation in • 

Italy. The document also contains a statement under Part II -

riif: ects on Trade"', r-ubmitted by the It-ilian authorities; 

(b) documents, provided by the International ijonetary lund. 

-till these documents should be deemed to be supplementary material annexed 

to this report. 

In conducting the consultation the Committee followed the Plan 

recommended by the CGKTRACï'IMï- PARTIES for the consultations. 

The present report sum..arizes the main ooints of the discussion during 

the consultation. 
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Consultation with the International l'ionetary j\md 

fur3u:nt to the previsions of paragraph 2 of *-_rti»le XV of the General 

-hgreement, the CCÎTTR̂ CTIFF ...Ftï'IiïS invited the International monetary Fund 

tc consult -?ith them in connexion with this consultation with Italy. 

As a part of the consultation between the C03TRLCTIr«3 FiFi?I28 and the 

Fund, the lat er transmitted the results end background material from 

it's recent consultation with Italy concluded on 24 -~pril 1957. The results 

of the Fund's consultation with Italy are reproduced in document QJtC/4. 

In accordance with the ^rccsdure agreed upon by the Consultations 

Committee, the representative of the Fund was invited to make a statement 

supplementing the Fund de current: tien with respect tc the position of Italy. 

The statement was made -.-s follows: 

"The International rionetcry Fund has transmitted to the OCîtfïRÂGTïFG 

3?JuiTI3S the results and background material from its 1956 consultation 

with Italy which was concluded on 24 April 1957. 

"with respect tc Section I of the Flan for Consultations, relating 

to balance-of-payments position and prospects, the Fund draws the 

attention of the CCMKÀCTIîTG . •.-F-rESS to the results of its recent 

consultation with Italy and particularly to paragraph 4 and to the 

following sentence in par?iraFh 5: 'The Fund believes that Italy 

could undertake further relaxation of dollar restrictions and 

welcomes Italy's intention tc do so as soon as practicable as well 

OS to endeavour to eliminate bilateral arrangements.' 

'"with respect to -.-action II of the Flan, relating tc alternative 

measures to restore equilibrium, the attention of the Committee is 

drawn to tha results of the last Fund consultation with Italy. The 

"Fund has no additional alternative measures to suggest at this time." 
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evening statement by the representative of Italy 

The full text of the opening statement of the representative of Italy 

is appended tc this report in Annex I, end is summarized in the following 

paragraphs. 

since the war Italy.'s foreign trade has been characterized by a close 

relationship between the domestic economy and" inter:;, tionsl economic 

conditions. Betwe-m 1948 snd 1956 the volume of Italien imports and 

experts increased et n verage annual rate exceeding It aer cent, com

pared with the rats of 7 per cent for world trade, 8 per cent for OEflX) 

imports and about 11 per cent for OS.i'C exports. Imports of foods 

increased more slowly and imports of manuf ctures slightly fa ter than 

imports as a whole. In regard tc exports, the advance w'S articularly 

marked in ths sector ci semi-finished products end finished Toducts* 

During the immediate pest-.-r years, as a result of reconstruction 

needs end of the .".if erence between internal and world prices, there,. 

was a considersble increase in th- trade deficit. This deficit was met 

out of important contributions fro;.: abroad in ths form of special assist

ance, in "articular from the United States-Government. 

The Government from the cutset viewed the problem of balance-of-

payments difficulties as an exchange 3nd price problem rather than as a 

matter for administrative controls. This attitude was made clear as 

errly as /iarch 1946, •lith the establishment of the system of foreign 

exchange accounts embodying 5C oer cent in freely convertible currencies, 

'subsequently further steps were taken in the exchange field such as these 

relating to cleering arrangements end arrangements with the sterling area 

which between 1947 and 194-3 led to the establish, ant of -: single exchange 

rate for the lira with orderly cross-rates, the dollar -oarity being 

determined according tc ..v::rket conditions, ."-s these measures preceded 

similar restoration of sound exchange r'utes in other countries, the use 

of swing credits provided for in various bilateral agreements caused some 

distortions in the mo-vamant of Italy's foreign trade end in investments 

end domestic consumption. "Jhcss distortions were corrected through the 

devaluation .measures taken in the autumn of 1949. 
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In the field of quantitative restrictions, hcwever, the restoration 

ci c market economy proceeded et a slower rate, 'inch s course was followed 

because it was the most appropriate to meat the difficulties resulting 

from tomrorsry disparities in -rices ^nd productivity as between various 

countries and from the composition of the xoreign exchange reserves. A 

particularly restrictive clicy had tc be : - lied in respect of the dollar 

zone in order tc ...est the dcllar- shortage. Sis problem of balance-cf-

payments difficulties paearaâ therefore tc b: a problem of trade restrictions 

in general with varying degrees of severity depending noon the monetary 

areas concerned. Generally peaking, Italy, on account of the very nature 

of her foreign trade in which essential i. .ports ana non-essential exports 

-•rredcminate, opposed the concept of Quantitative restrictions. The policy 

adopted in this field aimed t the gradual elimin::-ticn of quantitative 

restrictions ;•£ th: bal -.nca-cf-rsyments situation permitted and at the 

accumulation of sufficiînt exchange reserves for the purpose of meeting 

possible temporary difficulties without having to reinstate quantitative 

controls. In other words, ii.rort restrict! ns are. not regardad as a 

normal instrument for exchange aclicy but as a method which is to be 

abandoned as so- n as structural equilibrium of the bal nce-of-payments 

has bean fully achieved-, ïo appreci ta the Italian policy in this field, 

one has therefore tc take account not enly of tho level of the rresent 

restrictiens but also of the fact chat relaxation of restrictions is not 

a reversible process. 

At th time of the Zorean crisis the trade deficit was permitted to 

rise from about £160 million (f.o.b.) in 195C to about $750 million in 

1952 without reducing liberalization. ?rom 1953 until now imports have 

increased at an annual rate of'about 8.5 per cant, (f.o.b.), but exports 

have increased at z greater rate (about 12.5 per cent), so that the trade 

deficit declined from $750 million in 1952 to about $660 million in 1955 

end i>7C5 million in 1956. This increase in imports is accounted for by 

raw materials (about two-thirds"), by finished products (approximately 

21 per cent) and by foodstuffs (13 per cent), experts of finished products 

increased by about 5C per cent, raw materials (mostly iron and steel) 
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by 30 ~>er cent end foodstuffs by seme 20 -per cent. Experts in the metal- . 

workin engineering groups and metallurgical groups Ii.ve increased sig

nifie ntly as a result of the modernization cf equipment and the establish

ment of important iron and steal lants in It-?.ly or because of the pressure 

cf foreign demand for investment goods. > 

...s for as services ere concerne!, tcurisi; and shipping, earnings have 

increased considerably during the last few veers. Incomes from unilateral ' 

transfors have steadily increased as c result cf incre?sos in migrants' 

remittances end rriv^ts donations an5 because c-i : decline in expenditure 

on account of reparations. Ccncerning current transactions, the deficit 

foil from ,;540 million in 1953 to ;245 million in 195.- and subsequently to 

$220 million in 1956. Lcwever, as special foreign assistance is tapering 

off and in view of the f-ct that the net inflow of loans and investment of 

foreign capital is normally less than the above --mentioned deficit, structural 

equilibrium has not yet bean reached. 

In 1956 foreign governmental assistance re.: ched about $440 million, 

while the net inflow of foreion capital in the form of loans and investments 

amounted tc yl37 million. — s •-- result of current.transact!ens, movements 

of capital and foreign gcvommontel es:-istance and taking account cf less 

important special earnings, net availabilities in foreign exchange increased 

by about $110 million both in 1956 and 1955. 

The foregoing analysis indicates that in tho short tern, Italy has no 

belance-cf-oayments clifficulties. However, this analysis canraot possibly 

substantiate ••: similar conclusion regarding the structural and long-term 

situ-tion, since ecccunt has te be token of th~ fact that installants for the 

reimbursement cf foreign lo.;ns will increase in future and that the elasticity 

of demand for rcw material imports in relation tc national inccme tends to 

increase as e result cf Italy's increasing needs for raw materials and energy 

and because full utilization of productive capacity has been reached in 

certain branchas cf industry. The outstanding quantitative-restrictions 

arc retained mainly in order tc meet any bal.nce-of-payments difficulties 

th^t may arise, until structural equilibrium is achieved and tc avoid re-

imposing restrictive measures. 
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It ...ight be objected that, in view of the very high degree of GEL.C 

liberalization, end in view also cf the feet that 75 per cent of the balances 

with these countries are eventually settled in ^cld cr in dollars, the need 

for continuing discrimination a.-; bet-ween the two créas is net very apparent. 

But the degree cf liberslizaticn can only be hcrm.nized through an extension 

ci" dcllcr liberalization and the re-irnxsition ci restrictions in respect 

cf CSJC countries. Such course miviit result, hewever, in disturbances cf 

market or -reductive conditions which would net be justified, the ...ore so 

as the measures concerned would enly be temporary since it is intended gradually 

to achieve the fullest possible freodem cf trade. It seems, therefore, that 

this alternative should be rejected :nd that dcllcr liberslizaticn shculd be 

increased tc the greatest extent -emitted by the bal?nce-cf- payments situation, 

iioreover, ot the present time measures ere being studied tc extend the range 

cf products which /.icy be freely imported from the dollar area. If a final 

decision is taken in Seme in the next few days, more detailed information 

regarding the new liberalization list cculd bo given to the Committee at these 

consultations. 'The proposed new liber liz tien measures will constitute 

another important step towards the elimination of quantitative restrictions 

on dollar goods. 

It is also noteworthy that while the decline in imports' from the dollar 

area continued until 1954, c marked recovery has become apparent in the last 

twe years. The trade deficit with the United States and Canada, expressed in 

f.c.b. values,.rose from 16C million in 1954-tc 218 in 1955 and 254 in 1956, 

although there wes a mcrked increase in experts. The balance for ordinary 

current transections showed s. surplus of 15 million in 1954, and a deficit of 

18 million in 1956. Since the dcllar o ea has become marginal sources of 

supply for certain raw materials which are essential lor the development cf 

It.lien ̂ reduction, they tend to benefit fully from increases in our national 

import demand. If the current evolution of world economic conditions continues", 

Italy1s dcllar trade balance may therefore again be submitted tc strains and 

stresses, particularly in view cf the f ct th.t there are signs at present 

even at international level th t a certain dcllar scarcity is isveloping. 
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The Italian representative then turned to the problem of currency 

reserves. .Foreign exchange holdings had been practically reconstituted 

over £ êriod cf thirty months, from September 1947 to January 1950, 

when they reached .:: level equivalent tc $900 million, i'rem 1948 te 195C, 

economic policy w:3 mainly directed it strengthening internal monetary 

stability, end at laying the foundation for a bslenced development of 

foreign trade. ?rom 195C cm, currency reserves -.rare fluctuating until 

the end of 1956 when they reached t net level of $1,1C9 million. Jin ce 

195C also Italian policy wos directed towards the progressive elimination 

of restrictions, evidence of this policy may bo seen at the time of the' 

Suez Canal crisis, 'hen in the three-month -eriod from November- to January, 

Italy used +134 ..allien of its own reserves, as compared with only $21 

million in the corresponding aerit d of the previous "fear. 

Âfrcm 1949 te the resent time, reserves have* fallen considerably in 

relation tc the country's import needs. In 1949 Italy's reserves were 

sufficient to cover imports for 6.9 months; in 1956 the ratio of reserves 

tc imports decreased to 4.4 months. ith regard to the absolute increase 

in Italian exchange reserv s, which was about $110 million in both 1955 and 

1956, it should be recalled that Italy had earnings, mainly of an exceptional 

nature, cf about •SZO.-O million in 1955 and $160 million in 1956. It can be 

foreseen thrt the exceptional earnings en account cf unrequited aid and 

r-fi-shore purchases (170 million in 1955, 113 million in 1956) will be 

terminetod in the near future. 

...s to the relation between the amount cf reserves ?nd the debtor 

"X.."ition of the country, while it is true that Italy has re-established 

its own currency reserves t relatively high level, it is also true that 

her debtor position vis-*-vis foreign countries is particularly important 

because of the existence cf oro-wrr debts, the conclusion of new medium-

•:.nd long-term loan arrangements, foreign investments in Italy and, finally, 

because of shcrt-term debts cf credit institutions. Italy must therefore 

maintain exchange reserves at e level comparatively higher than that cf 

countries which ere in r better debtor ncsiticn. 
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In conclusion, the Italien representative said that although the 

bclance-cf-payments and reserve situ tien was relatively satisfactory 

in the shcrt term, his >cv-rn..ent was rx-t yat in a position tc 'jbolish 

quantitative import restrictions completely. EG he ed that the.Committee 

would bear in mind that internal investment needs tended considerably to 

exceed the rate of formation of new capital, because of the need tc cope 

with unemployment; sc that care must always be tajesn tc ravent this tendency 

to have adverse re^orcus ions on the Italian balance of payments. 

Balance-cf-Payments ".fos'tion 'nd '.respects 

Several members of tilt Committee appreciated the thorough and inform

ative statement by ths Italian representative in which he had outlined the 

economic develc a.ent of ^taly since the war end the policy which his Government 

had followed in regard tc import restrictions. Tht international economic 

position of It-.ly was dovclc ing favourably and, exports and imports were 

exoanding rapidly concurrently with c... growth cf the national arcducts. The 

intention of the Italian ïevemment tc reduce and eliminate its budget daficit 

over th3 next few years x̂ ould certain^ contribute tc these satisfactory 

developments. It was noted that the external payments deficit had bean in 

the neighbourhood cf .,;2GG million in the oast few years. Italy had, en the 

other hand, built up an overall surplus of approximately one billion dollars 

and accumulated sufficient foreign exchange tc cover some four months of 

imports. This w~s in fact a bettor reserve position than that cf some other 

western European countries and even soma countries in the dollar :rea. 

Ths It-lian representative jointed out that while the level of foreign 

axchange reserves had risen this improvement' had bean accompanied by an 

increase in Italy's .international indebtedness, and was ^artly due to 

special non-r .current foreign exchange revenues including foreign govern

mental assistance, off-shcre purchases, and iiieo. e from military services. 

There was a permanent inflow of foreign capital which tended tc remain at 

a level between J150 million and ^2GC million. "Jith increasing expenditures 

of foreign exchange needed to service this caaital, possibilities for 

financing deficits in the balance on current accounts by fcraign investments 

would gradually diminish. 
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The Italian representative further sorted that if there had been 

en ap^recieblo increase in the .absolute level ;-f foreign exchange, imports 

had progressed even f< ster. In 1949 Italy possessed foreign exchange reserves 

equivalent to mere than six months' imports. . _t that time the corresponding 

figure for the CCŜ C countries was 4.3 months. r,;hile by the end of 1956 the 

0E3C partners had accumuleted aufficiant reserves to caver imports during 

4.9 months, the Italian foreign exchange resources had failed to rise as 

rapidly as imports end covered only 4.4 months of imports. Italy's reserves 

position had therefore, in fact, deteriorated. ..respects for increased 

exports were, notwithstanding the expansion of investments, not very bright» 

The -rojection <.î the growth of the national incomes of the ûïy)C countries 

m?.de by the C331C indie?ted that the annual rate of expansion -,*culd decline 

from 5 per cent to 3 sr cent. 3uch development ":ould adversely affect 

Italian experts which were mainly composed of lass essential goods. Tc 

this must be added that the Italian scenomy was nearing the stage where 

no idle production capacity was left so that any further increase in pro

duction would henceforth be cccomanied by greater increases in imports. 

Shortage of energy resources would also be conducive to mere considerable 

iracrts of oil products and coal and thereby contribute to a rise in the 

comend for imports. I'inally as Ion as unemployment prevailed on a wide 

scle, no real equilibrium obtained in the bal. nee of payments. If the 

Italian Government had to solve the scci:l and Political problem of 

unemployment and intensif;'' productive investments the oresent formal 

balance-cf-payments equilibrium did net reflect ; situation of structural 

balance in the economy- for it *.s reached only oj restricting investments 

tc a level incompatible with full employment. Accordingly, it was not 

reasonable tc request extensive liberalization measures simply on the 

b^sis of a-p-.rent equilibrium conditions in intern ticnal payments. 

Concern was expressed by representiiives from the dollar area at the 

fact that CESC liberalization for private imports was nearing 10G per cent 

while the liberalization applicable tc the dollar area amounted to some 

40 to 57 per cent on the basis of private trade in 1953 and tc 60 per cent 

when calculated according to 1955 imports. 1'hey '.rendered whether this 
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discrepancy between the levels of restrictions applicable to the two 

areas,: which was undoubtedly larger than that applied by seme other 

GfcaSC countries, vas stil?, justified. Furthermore, the EHJ settlements 

system afforded only a 25 per cent credit which must ultimately be settled 

in dollars or gold. ïîoreover, the international economy was rapidly.. 

moving to a situation -/here inconvertibility of currencies, on which dis

criminatory treatment to imports from certain countries was once based, 

was replaced by de f:cto convertibility. If Italy hod found it possible 

to achieve nearly 100 per cent liberalization vis-à-vis one area, all 

unrestricted imports from that area could also be admitted from other 

sources without additional drains on foreign exchange holdings. Indeed 

the-net effect of such sessures would be a diversion of imports away from 

one créa in favour of another. 

In reply, the Italian representative explained that the difference 

in treatment applied to imacrts from the S?U area nd the dollar countries 

wrs due largely to historical recsons and agreed that there were no longer 

reasons to maintain such differentiation. However, ii the Committee admitted 

that Italy still ne-ded to maintain some import restrictions because 

conditions for structural balance had not yet obtained and could therefore 

not arcceed to the straightforward elimination of all restrictions, it would 

also agree-that it would not be wise for Italy to de-liberalize some 

imports from the JEFU countries in order to free more imports from the dollar 

area thereby abolishing all discrimination. The orderly development of 

production and trade in Italy and abroad required that the restrictions 

which applied sore severely to dollar goods be abolished gradually within 

the limitations imposed by the balance-cf-paymants position. This was 

precisely what the Italian Government intended to do. 

Several members of the Committee welcomed the announced intention 

of the Italian Government to extend the liberalization vis—à-vis the 

dollar area thereby reducing discrimination against dollar imports. 

Such v.easuros, while in conformity . ith the fund's decision and the 

international obligations which Italy had undertaken under the General 

-greenent, would furthermore fester the stcbility and growth of the 
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Italian economy by exposing it, net enly to the competition of QEiiC 

countries, but. also to that of the rest of the world. 

It w?s pointed cut that the representative of Italy had admitted 

that the present short-term position of Italy's balmce of payments was 

favourable and that there was no longer need for maintaining discrimination. 

He had, however, indicated that the Italian G-overruiient entertained serious 

apprehensions concerning the future on account of the temporary nature 

of seme revenue of foreign exchange, and particularly with regard to the 

size of capital inflow which xrculd, in the future, entail servicing and 

repayment expenditure. However, all governments had to fact uncertainties. 

If progress towards the final elimination of all quantitative restrictions 

had to be postponed until absolute certainty and security had been arrived 

et the elimination of restrictions would be considerably held up. It 

seemed that the international obligations which contracting parties had 

undertaken under the General Agreement did not render the relaxation of 

balance-cf-payments restrictions dependent upon the existence of excessively 

strict conditions of structural economic equilibrium. The experience of 

other countries in similar circumstances had clearly shown that in the-

field of liberalization a bold policy was sometimes fruitful even when 

prospects for the long run were uncertain. As regards the particular 

question of imports of foreign capital it was fairly easy on the basis • 

of the inflow to calculate approximately what the servicing and repayment 

costs would be in the future. If the liabilities incurred by foreign 

borrowing were fairly easy to assess en the assets side of the balance 

of -ayments, it was admittedly difficult to assign specific figures 

to th3 benefits accruing frcm such investments. Increases in productivity. 

and competitiveness on foreign markets, and the replacement of imports 

by domestic products were nonetheless considerable and would become 

a factor cf dominant importance in the long terra. The discussions in 

the Committee had shewn that the real issue was net whether liberalization 

should be extended or net, but wh3n aieasures would be taken and what their 

scope would be. As Italy had shwn a marked ability to compete against 

imports from Western Germany and Belgium it seemed that the freeing of 
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dollar gccds would net result in excessive dollar imports. Liberalization 

measures on such imports, were more likely to result in a reduction of 

imports- from the EPU area in favour of an increase in imports from the 

dollar area, rather than to an absolute expansion of imports. 

Attention was called to the fact that the distinction which was 

made in page 14- of the besic document between the competitive capacity 

of production in the North American countries and that of the countries 

clearing through the 2PU indicated that the achievements of the CONTRACTING 

PARTIES in the field of reduction and consolidation of tariffs were to 

some extent invalidated by certain restrictions which were still being 

applied for balance-of-payments reasons. 

One representative pointed cut th'.t while there had been great 

progress towards the convertibility cf iaajor currencies, distinctions., 

between regional balances of payments were still important and could 

net be ignored. This helped to explain that certain trade agreements 

were maintained to keep bilateral balances cf payments in equilibrium, 

although they admittedly sometimes resulted in diversion of trade. 

Regional balsnces affected the ever-all position of international payments 

which in turn were having effect on the regional balances. Could the 

representative of the International iicnetary Fund give some indication 

as to how the Fund considered balnnce-of-payments problems? 

The representative of the 'Fund, speaking on his personal authority, 

said that whether a balanco-of-payments problem was considered in its 

regional aspect depended upon circumstances. During the first years 

after the war balonce-cf-pay;ients difficulties had mostly shown themselves 

in the differential ability to balance -payments T.rith various currencies 

or currency areas. But such need not always b.3 the case, and in fact in 

past history payments difficulties had generally been characterized "oy the 

fact that payments in one currency were es easy or as h?rd tc make as in 

any other. The Decision taken by the ?und in the case of Italy was in fact 

a judgment passed by the countries composing, the Puna end it was not for 

him to analyse this Decision. He could do no more than tc repeat that the 
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Fund believed that Italy could undertake further relaxation of dollar 

restrictions. Some• members of the Committee then indicated thst since 

the Fund entered into : detailed analysis of the balance-of-payments 

position during its consultations, it might be useful for the future 

work of the CONTRACTING PARTIES to invite ths Fund to explain the grounds 

and criteria for its Decisions. The representatives of Canada and the 

United States indicated that Decisions of the Fund were transmitted to 

the CCrTTRaCTING- PAtlïISS as representing an objective judgment on the 

balance-of-payments position of the various countries concerned. ' As a 

request to the Fund be 'Furnish information concerning the grounds ̂ nd 

motives which h- d led tc the Decision might give rise to certain legal 

problems, they wished to reserve the position of their Governments. :. 

In response to c question by e member of the Committee the representative 

of the Intern ticnal nonet:ry Fund explained thct as part of the collaboration 

vfith the CONTRACTING :/.̂ -HTJS, the Fund made available to them the results 

of its consultations under the Fund Agreement. The Decision of the Fund 

in the case of Italy was one of a series of .annual Decisions -on consultations, 

each of which took into account developments in tho economic situation of the 

country concerned. Countries were judged on their individual merits as the 

situation obtained at the time of the consultations. He cited a part of 

paragraph 5 of the Fund Decision which read: :tThe Fund believes that Italy 

could undertake further relaxation of dollar restrictions and welcomes 

Italy's intention tc do so es soon as practicable as well as to endeavour 

to eliminate bilateral arrangements.;' To him the phrase did not seem to 

indicate that the Fund believed that Italy had no longer reasons to 

maintain quantitative restrictions. 

System and .Methods cf the Restrictions 

A member of the Committee referred to a paragraph on page 5 of the 

basic document which read: "As regards imports fro:.i the dollar area, 

applications are examined individually within the limits of given 

quantities fixed in advance or without the prior establishment of 

unilateral quotas, account being taken of the interest which the proposed 

imports have for the national economy and for Italian trade with the partner 

countries." He hoped that the phrase did not indicate g concern of the 
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licensing authorities tc -rctect domestic industries. ' <as the criterion 

of interest which the intended import of fere:", for Italien trade with 

pertnei countries such that licences were granted only insofar as imports 

would not prevent the implementation of bilateral agreements? 'The Italian 

representative replied that considerations cf protection cf national 

industries were not taken into account. He further indicted that the 

lest words cf the paragraph which had been cited referred tc the partner 

countries cf the dollar area end that the issue of licences was not of 

s residual character. 

In response to a question as tc what the neture was of the price 

criterion in issuing lic-nces, whether it w:'S the price margin between 

different foreign sources which was considered or that existing between 

foreign and domestic trices, the Italian representative said that price 

considerations had become ? minor element, essentiality and availability 

of freely convertible exchange w;re the main criteria in issuing individual 

licences. 

Replying to e question as tc hew the Italian Government ensured that 

the State-trading organizations followed a policy of non-discrimination 

for example in the case of imports of tobacco, the Italian representative 

explained that tho choice of foreign suppliers was determined by factors 

of a strictly commercial nature. Imports of tobacco were included in the 

State-trading system for reasons of a surely fiscal nature. 

A member of the Committee id.shed tc have some clarifications on a 

paragraph on nage 4 of the Basic Document which read: "In additon to the 

above-mentioned free lists certain imports covered by bilateral trade 

agreements are also exempted from licensing requirements.1' The Italian 

representative replied that to certain countries with which orade agreements 

were in force, Italy granted, by unilateral action, exemption from licensing 

requirements for certain commodities. The products for which such exemption 

was granted could of course be freely imported from countries belonging to 

the EPU zone. All commodities which still required licences when imported 

from the EPU area were subject tc licence when imported from bilateral 
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agreement partners. _%.t 7resent such unilateral liberalization measures 

accorded to bilateral agreement partners covered almost 57 per cent of 

private imports from these countries, which, however, represented only 

3.2 per cent of total Italian imports. Currently, 88 per cent of total 

Italian imports from all sources were liberalized. 

The delegate for Canada wished to stress the importance for Italy 

of improving its competitive position on world markets by making available 

to domestic industries all imports on as favourable terms as obtained by 

their foreign competitors. He instanced the case of stainless steel, steel 

for machine tools, aluminium, agricultural machinery and polystyrenes, the 

freeing of which would certainly contribute to the competitive position 

of certain Italian industries. The Italian representative replied that 

such liberalization measures, which would admittedly improve the competitive 

capacity of the Italian industries, could only bo taken when permitted by 

the balance-of-payments position. Bisides, costs of production were not 

the only factor of success on export markets; another important element 

to compete successfully was for example the possibility of financing exports 

in which Italy was not particularly strong. 

Referring to the opening statement by the Italian representative the 

representative of the United States pointed out that if the Italian 

Government wished to ensure against the event of having to deliberalize 

some commodities in case of balance-of-payments difficulties, one way to 

reduce such risks would be to issue licences liberally for certain products. 

Not only were imports of agricultural commodities strongly curtailed but 

some manufactures which were freely admitted from 2IETJ countries were granted 

very low quotas for imports from dollar sources. This was for instance the 

case with outboard motors, spare parts for united States automobiles and 

phonograph records, which were severely restricted and for which, as far 

as it was known, licences were net issued liberally. \;ould it be possible 

for the Italian Government to test the intensity of the demand for such 

products by introducing liberal licensing and eventually freeing these 

items if the effects proved negligible? In reply, the Italian representative 
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said that a fairly long list of products for which comparatively important 

quotes had been fixed could also be cited, "'uotas for rayon staple fibre, 

man-:,v3de fibre, spare parts for automobiles, abrasives, etc., were large. 

Furthermore, in other cases no unilateral quotas were fixed at all end 

applications for licences ",-rere invariably accepted. 2ven for some agricul

tural products the Italian Government granted import licences fairly freely 

and quotas -.rere established for imports from the dollar area of prunes, 

maize, oil seeds, etc. The dollar liberalization measures which his 

Government contemplated would be based on the experience which had been 

gained previously by issuing licences freely for certein products. 

One representative indicated that there might be some cases where 

de jure liberalization wis frustrated by elternative measures of control 

and referred to the case of copper sulphate used for fertilizers, for which 

Italian domestic demand seemed sizeable. For this item price regulations 

were in force which required an official domestic price to be established 

before imports were admitted. This procedure led to certain delays which 

made it difficult for foreign exporters to enter the market when the 

seasonal demand was effected. The Italian representative answered that 

he believed that this was a particular case. This item was made subject 

to price controls established in fr-vour of agriculture when it was found 

out that domestic prices for copper sulphate cculd be reduced, and the 

system was therefore not intended to restrict imports. Moreover, the 

customs duty en this item was extremely low - somewhere in the neighbourhood 

of 5 per cent ad valorem. 

The Italian representative recalled a reference made in his opening 

statement to the effect that at the -present time measures were being studied 

to extend the range of products which :aaj be freely imported from the 

dollar area. He explained that although the vicissitudes of the Italian 

political crisis would net yet permit the Ministerial Decree necessary 

for these new measures to enter into force, he could et this stage furnish 

a few statistics to the Committee in order to give an indication of the scope 

of the new dollar free-list. The present liberalization was extended to 

39 per cent of private imports from the dollar area on the basis of 1953 trade. 

r 
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As c result of the new measures that percentage would be increased to 

71.24. He referred to the fact that the base year talcen for these 

calculations, 1953, was the same year es that taken by the OEEC in 

its computetions of liberalizations extended to the dollar area and 

pointed out that the new liberalization measures would appear even more 

substantial if 1055 was used as the reference year; in this case the 

percentage of liberalization vis-à-vis the dollar area would be 78.85 

per cent. He regretted that he could net provide any information to 

the Committee at present which would detail the specific items involved 

in the new measures. 

The representatives from the dollar area expressed their appreciation 

to the Italian representative for having provided additional information 

on further liberalization of imports from that area and stated that they 

awaited details of the new measures with great interest. The representative 

of Canada pointed out, however, that there was still c. substantial difference 

between the extent of liberalization afforded to goods originating in the 

KFU area compared with that extended to the dollar area, and he reaffirmed 

the view that in the light of the Italian balance-of-payments position 

further arcgress could be made. 

A. member sought details concerning the criteria used for the maintenance 

of so-called "hard-core:I restrictions on a list of items both from the EHJ 

area and the dollar area and enquired whether the continued application of 

such restrictions upon these commodities might present certain obstacles 

when Italy was eventually in the position to achieve full liberalization. 

In reply, the Italian representative stated that the criteria used for the 

selection of itéras for liberalization was dictated by the consideration of 

their being unlikely to impair the equilibrium of their balance of payments. 

In addition the slow formation of domestic capital had created certain 

problems within the Italian economy and had led to the need to restrain 

any import flows that would inflate domestic censumption. From these two 

points of view therefore, it was necessary to restrict imports of those 

goods that would lead to any ra-oid increase in consumption and run down 
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exchange reserves and for that reason the "hard-core" restrictions had 

been maintained. In response to a further question the Italian represent

ative said that it would be difficult to forecast what criteria would be 

followed in the future as that would be dependent on circumstances prevailing 

at the time, which would probably be different from these encountered at 

present. In the light of the statement by the Italian representative that 

the purpose of these restrictions was to nrevent inflationary trends in 

domestic corsumption,, a member enquired as to whether measures had bean 

taken to restrict hire purchase credit as a supplementary measure to help 

achieve that end. The Italian representative replied that hire purchase 

credit in Italy was already very limited in volume and in fact a recent 

congress in Milan had concluded that it was inadequate. 

In his concluding remarks the Italian representative stated that 

he was gratified to have had an opportunity to give an account of Italian 

import policy to the members of the Committee and to bring to their attention 

the consistency in that policy, the main objective of which had been to 

reach as high a level of liberalization as possible within the limits set 

by the need to maintain balance-of-payments equilibrium. 


